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EDITORIAL NOTE

Topography (from Greek: γεωγραφία, geographic, in a real 
sense “earth depiction”) is a field of science dedicated to the 
investigation of the terrains, highlights, occupants, and marvels 
of the Earth and planets. The primary individual to utilize the 
word wasγεωγραφία Eratosthenes (276–194 BC). Geology is a 
sweeping control that looks for a comprehension of Earth and 
its human and regular intricacies—not just where items are, yet 
additionally how they have changed and become. Topography is 
regularly characterized as far as two branches: human geology 
and actual geology. Human topography is worried about the 
investigation of individuals and their networks, societies, 
economies, and associations with the climate by contemplating 
their relations with and across space and spot. Actual geology 
is worried about the investigation of cycles and examples in 
the common habitat like the air, hydrosphere, biosphere, and 
geosphere. 

The four verifiable practices in topographical examination 
are spatial investigations of characteristic and the human 
wonders, region investigations of spots and locales, 
investigations of human-land connections, and the Earth 
sciences. Topography has been classified “the world control” 
and “the scaffold between the human and the actual sciences”. 

Geology is a precise investigation of the Universe and 
its highlights. Generally, geology has been related with map 
making and spot names. Albeit numerous geographers are 
prepared and cartology, this isn’t their fundamental distraction. 
Geographers study the space and the transient information 
base dispersion of wonders, cycles, and highlights just as the 
connection of people and their current circumstance. Since 
space and spot influence an assortment of points, like financial 
matters, wellbeing, environment, plants and creatures, geology 

is profoundly interdisciplinary. The interdisciplinary idea of 
the topographical methodology relies upon a mindfulness to the 
connection among physical and human wonders and its spatial 
examples. 

Names of places...are not geography...To know forwards 
and backwards an entire gazetteer loaded with them would not, 
in itself, comprise anybody a geographer. Geology has higher 
points than this: it looks to order marvels (the same of the 
normal and of the political world, to the extent that it treats of 
the last mentioned), to analyze, to sum up, to rise from impacts 
to causes, and, in doing as such, to follow out the laws of nature 
and to check their persuasions upon man. This is ‘a portrayal 
of the world’— that is Geography. In a word Geography is a 
Science—a thing not of simple names but rather of contention 
and reason, of circumstances and logical results. 

Similarly as all wonders exist on schedule and consequently 
have a set of experiences, they likewise exist in space and have 
a topography. 

Geology as an order can be parted comprehensively 
into two principle auxiliary fields: human topography and 
actual topography. The previous generally centers around 
the assembled climate and how people make, see, oversee, 
and impact space. The last inspects the common habitat, 
and how organic entities, environment, soil, water, and 
landforms create and connect. The contrast between these 
methodologies prompted a third field, ecological geology, 
which consolidates physical and human topography and 
concerns the communications between the climate and people. 
Geographic data frameworks (GIS) manage the capacity of 
data about the Earth for programmed recovery by a PC, in a 
precise way suitable to the data’s motivation. Notwithstanding 
the entirety of the other subdisciplines of geology, GIS experts 
should comprehend software engineering and information 
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base frameworks. GIS has changed the field of map making: 
essentially all mapmaking is presently finished with the help 
of some type of GIS programming. GIS additionally alludes 
to the study of utilizing GIS programming and GIS methods to 
address, dissect, and anticipate the spatial connections. In this 
unique situation, GIS represents geographic data science. 

As spatial interrelationships are vital to this concise science, 
maps are a key instrument. Traditional map making has been 
joined by a more current way to deal with topographical 
examination, PC based geographic data frameworks.




